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11Abstract This study focuses on how to support students who have to work together in
12small groups, and who do not know each other, in performing grounding discussion. It
13compares two different implementations of a script, one using a structured interface, one
14using a textual instruction, on students’ discussion behavior. The experiment involved two
15grounding discussions that were performed by 42 students from several countries, working
16together at a distance in small international groups of four to six students. Our main
17hypothesis was that the script would lead to better grounding discussions, and that the
18structured interface would strengthen the effect of the script. Several qualitative and
19quantitative analyses showed that (1) the script led to more and longer input to the
20discussion, more discussions, and the structured interface led to even longer inputs; (2) the
21script led to more effort on the grounding discussions, compared to other course
22components; and (3) the script led to better adherence to the order of course components,
23with the structured interface having an additional effect.

24Keywords Learning . Collaboration . Computer support . Group discussion . Scripting .

25Grounding

27Introduction

28In this study we focus on the grounding process of students working together at a distance
29in international teams on complex problems, using a CSCL environment. In today’s work
30environment the use of international, geographically dispersed teams is becoming more
31common as organizations take advantage of interorganizational and international
32opportunities and maximize the use of scarce resources; these teams also typically work
33on complex problems (as presented by Cramton 2001). Working together at a distance in
34educational settings thus is important, as it prepares students for their life in the workforce.
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35One of the problems that students face in collaborative work is grounding. By grounding
36is meant the interactive process by which students establish common ground, i.e., mutual
37knowledge, understanding, beliefs, assumptions, and presuppositions (Cramton 2001;
38Mäkitalo et al. 2002; called ‘shared focus’ by Veerman 2000). Mutual knowledge is
39knowledge that the students share and which they know they share (Krauss and Fussell
401990). The term grounding is often also used for maintaining common ground, but we will
41restrict ourselves to the first phase of establishing common ground.
42To support grounding in international student groups, use can be made of collaboration
43scripts. A collaboration script can be defined as a set of instructions regarding how the
44group members should interact, how they should collaborate, and how they should solve
45the problem (O’Donnell and Dansereau 1992); in a more narrow description, they are
46defined rules for structuring dialogues (Hron and Friedrich 2003). Collaboration scripts
47were originally intended for face-to-face collaboration, but to an increasing extent scripts
48are developed and tested for CSCL (e.g., Baker and Lund 1997; Dillenbourg 2002; Hron et
49al. 2000; Kollar et al. 2003; Mäkitalo et al. 2005; Strijbos 2004; Veerman 2000; Weinberger
502003). Characteristics of online scripts include measures for turn-taking control, prompts
51that provide just-in-time help (Mäkitalo et al. 2005), and the use of sentence openers to
52stimulate the use of specific communication acts; openers might be chosen from a list in a
53drop-down box or presented on buttons (Baker and Lund 1997).
54There are many unresolved problems regarding online collaboration scripts which are
55relevant to the grounding of students in international groups. The first is that online scripts
56have hardly been tested in international students groups working on a complex problem for
57a longer period of time. Other problems regard the scripts themselves. There is evidence
58that scripts should not be too complex (Christoph 2006; Dillenbourg 2002; Saab 2005), but
59not how this can be avoided. It has also been shown that a script should not place too much
60control in the dialogue. This can diminish motivation and endanger the autonomy of
61learners (Dillenbourg 2002; Hron and Friedrich 2003). Performance decreases if too many
62restrictions are placed on turn-taking or if the structure of the interface does not match the
63structure of the task (Veerman 2000). In general, the script should have a certain degree of
64flexibility (Baker and Lund 1997; Mäkitalo et al. 2005).
65Another important problem is if the script itself is well-designed, but the students do not
66use it or use it in an unintended way. This occurs, for example, if students do not adopt the
67script or if they have to use particular software with which they are not familiar
68(Dillenbourg 2002). This can happen because by scripts students are pushed but not forced
69to interact in a particular way. For example, students might ignore instructions they received
70or they may complete sentences in a way not consistent with a provided sentence openers
71(Baker et al. 1999). They may not react to prompts they receive.
72To summarize, the problem with online scripts is that there cannot be too much control,
73because this might harm the discussion; on the other hand, not having full control means
74that students can and do use the script in untended ways. The question therefore is often
75phrased as a question of the extent to which the script should be structured to support
76learning (Mäkitalo et al. 2005).
77It is clear that the rules of one script can be presented to students by many different
78interfaces, which will have different effects. Most studies, however, only make a
79comparison between the scripted condition and the unscripted condition. No comparison
80is made between several presentations of the same script. This is a problem as it does not
81allow us to find out where exactly the problem of complexity and/or not following the
82script resides: in the script, in the presentation, or in both. There do exist studies that
83compare different interfaces (e.g. the work by Daniel Suthers (Suthers and Hundhausen
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842003)). However, these studies aim at structuring the workspace of students, not at
85structuring the discussion on their work-in-progress. Also, these studies do not work with
86scripts in the sense of sequences of activities that students have to go through.
87Therefore the aim of this study is to examine the extent to which grounding in
88international student groups is supported by a collaboration script implemented in two
89different interfaces, one structured and one unstructured.

90The script and the structured interface

91As a preparation for our empirical study, this section describes the script that we used and
92the theories behind it. First, we provide a description of the script and interaction rules.
93Second, we describe the structured interface.

94The script

95The script provides a format for carrying out a grounding discussion among students who
96have to work together at a distance and who do not know each other. More specifically, the
97script was designed for discussing the individual knowledge that each participant has on the
98subject of a joint assignment and for discussing the individual objectives that participants
99have in performing the assignment. The theoretical idea behind the script is that in a
100grounding discussion, students should negotiate about common goals (Häkkinen et al.
1012001); detailed and accurate models of each other’s knowledge, skills, and motivation help
102collaborators assign tasks appropriately and solicit and offer appropriate help (Kraut et al.
1032002).
104The script divides grounding discussions into three phases; the input phase, the
105discussion phase, and the consensus phase. The italic parts of Fig. 1 give a description of
106the phases as they were used in our experiment.
107The theory behind the phases of the script borrows from research on small group work,
108brainstorming, and CSCW. The first phase in the script is the input phase, in which people
109make their own knowledge and objectives explicit to the others. It has been shown that,
110even without a response, this is a meaning-making process in itself. Thinking aloud in this
111way might lead to evaluation of existing knowledge, and this can lead to altering of the
112individual’s knowledge structures. If this happens, this affects subsequent learning and
113performance (King 1999). From research on brainstorming it is known that inputting ideas
114is best done individually. When the performance of interactive brainstorming groups is
115compared to the pooled performance of the same number of individuals brainstorming
116alone (nominal groups), nominal groups outperform interactive groups in both the quantity
117and quality of ideas generated (Dugosh and Paulus 2005). While it has not been shown that
118this will also apply to making explicit expertise and expectations, there is no reason to
119suppose that this will be different. Finally, by asking of each individual to provide their own
120knowledge and objectives, we expect to achieve a relatively equal contribution of all
121partners in this phase. Thereby we hope that this sets the stage for more equal contributions
122in the next phases, which is something that affects learning positively (Baker and Lund
1231997).
124In the discussion phase, the emphasis is on the differences between participants as
125visible in the input they have provided. In international cooperation, it is important that
126participants become aware of differences between them (Cramton 2001). By examining
127these differences people often discover that their own perceptions, facts, assumptions,
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128values, and general understanding differ from those with whom they are interacting. If
129people become aware of these conceptual discrepancies, they often feel the need to
130reconcile them. Discovering discrepancies leads to negotiation of meaning (King 1999).
131This type of negotiation may lead to the restructuring of knowledge (Baker and Lund
1321997). In negotiation with others, people continually reorganize and restructure their own
133knowledge. Working alone would not result in the same extent of cognitive change (King
1341999).
135In the consensus phase, students have to deliver a summary of their joint knowledge on
136the group expertise and the differences. Asking students to make a joint product is a task
137that provokes argumentation (Veerman 2000). Arriving at agreed-on meanings and plans in
138general is one way to establish co-construction of knowledge (King 1999).

To enable an orderly and effective discussion, each discussion has been pre-structured into three 

phases. Please proceed with the discussion in the following order:

I. INPUT PHASE. In the input phase, participants individually provide their input on the 

following three questions. Please do not discuss the input with the other group members yet:

[input questions of the discussion on participants’ knowledge]

1. Tell what you know about the subject, what relevant experiences you have.

2. Try to identify subject knowledge or skills which you yourself do not possess, or at least not 

yet, and which you hope some other members possesses.

3. Tell what you know about reports for the European Union. Also tell about your expectations: 

what do you expect a report for the European Union to consist of?

[input questions of the discussion on participants’ objectives]

4. Tell what you would like to learn in this case study.

5. Tell what you would like to do in the case study, the kind of activities you would like to do.

6. Tell what your qualities are in project work. What are you good at?

7. Tell what project work qualities you do not possess, or not yet, and which you hope other 

members do possess.

II. DISCUSSION PHASE. In the discussion phase, you discuss the input that has been provided. 

In this phase you try to understand the input of each member, and especially differences and 

inconsistencies within the input. In this phase, you do not try to resolve the differences yet. This 

will be done in the consensus phase.

In the discussion phase, try to answer the following questions:

8. do I really understand the input that each member has provided? If not, ask for clarification.

9. are there any differences or inconsistencies between input from different members? Try to 

formulate the differences and inconsistencies as clearly as you can.

III. CONSENSUS PHASE. In the consensus phase the group draws conclusions by resolving the 

existing differences and inconsistencies and by making a summary of what has been learned.

In the discussion of the consensus phase, you try to reach consensus by answering the following 

question:

10. are there any differences or inconsistencies that pose a problem? If so, try to resolve them in a 

discussion.

At the end of the consensus phase, you summarize what you as a group have learned in this 

discussion, by summing up:

11. your existing knowledge as a group and shared expectations on the subject and on reports for 

the EU within the group

12. if relevant, the points on which you have not reached consensus, which thus do not belong to 

the shared knowledge and expectations

Fig. 1 Script presented to the students in both scripted conditions; italics added, indicating the discussion
phases used in the experiment
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139Taken together, the theoretical literature leads us to expect that if there is more input of
140better quality, this will lead to more discussion of better quality, and together they will lead
141to more summaries of better quality. As providing the input, detecting and negotiation
142differences, and arriving at mutual knowledge do not occur spontaneously, the script is
143expected to be beneficial, as it prompts the students to take these actions. We expect the
144script to lead to more and better input, discussions and summaries.

145The structured interface

146In the structured interface, all questions and tasks that the students have to perform
147during the grounding discussions are formulated in separate messages that are prepared in
148advance, one message for each question or task (see Fig. 2). Students can answer
149questions and perform tasks by replying to the messages. Messages are ordered
150hierarchically, so that in the discussion overview the separate questions and phases are
151neatly ordered.
152There are two ideas behind the structured interface. The first is that an interface that is
153easy to use decreases cognitive load. This is an important point as it is known that operating
154a new, complex technology while at the same time learning new subject matter increases
155cognitive load (Brna et al. 2001; Hron and Friedrich 2003). A specialized communication
156interface can lighten students’ typing load and facilitate coordination, thus potentially
157allowing a more task-focused and reflective interaction (Baker and Lund 1997). Although

Fig. 2 Screenshot of the structured interface in the script+interface condition, showing the instructions in
one of the pre-fabricated messages (left) and a list of replies to the instructional messages (right)
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158the discussion and instruction messages themselves consist of text, their position and the
159positioning of the input that students provide is ordered spatially in a plane; the instruction
160and input of one phase is put together and can be recognized as such without consulting
161their content. In this sense the presentation is diagrammatic, which enables an efficient
162search for relevant items (Larkin and Simon 1987). Also, providing student with a graphical
163overview of the discussion may be helpful to keep track of the discussion (Veerman 2000).
164In each phase, input is set up as a reply to the instruction; the two are integrated. This is
165expected to foster task-focused social interaction (Dillenbourg 2002). Also, having the task
166visually available while providing the input can be very useful in task-directed
167communication (Brennan and Lockridge 2006).
168The second idea is that the structured interface is designed in such a way that its chance
169of being used is increased. The first factor contributing to its use is ease of use. It is well
170known of software in general that if it is easy to use, the chance that people will use it is
171increased (Collis and Pals 2000; Collis et al. 2001).
172Also, the structured interface makes use of a standard discussion forum and will be
173familiar to many students, which also increases its chance of being used (Dillenbourg
1742002). Finally, the instruction is repeated explicitly and integrated into the structured
175interface, and thus is directly available to the students; this will increase the chance that
176students will use it (Baker and Lund 1997).

177Research questions and hypotheses

178In this research we focus on the adherence to the three phases of the script and the quality
179of the performance and how this is influenced by both script and structured interface. Our
180research questions are:

1811. What is the impact of the use of:

182& a three-phased script for performing a grounding discussion and
183& an implementation of the script as pre-fabricated messages in a discussion
184forum

185on:

186& the contribution to, discussion of and results of the grounding discussion itself?
187& the focus and position that the grounding position occupies in the whole range
188of activities?

1892. In what ways are students guided by the assignment, the script and the structured
190interface?

191In order to test these research questions, an experiment was set up in which students
192performed a grounding discussion under one of the following three conditions: the
193script+interface condition, in which the script is presented using the structured interface
194described above; the script-only condition, in which the script is presented to the
195students in an instruction but not implemented in the interface; and the unscripted
196condition, in which no script is presented to the students. Our main hypothesis is that
197presenting the script to students and the use of the structured interface provide support
198to students in performing these phases. We expect both the script and structured
199interfaces to lead to more and better input, discussions, and summaries.
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200We hypothesize that the script and the structured interfaces have separate, cumulative
201effects. We see the script as a tool to perform the assignment and the structured interface as
202a tool to perform the script. Four hypotheses were derived:
203Hypotheses

2041. The input of own knowledge and objectives,
2052. the discussion on differences and the detection of specific differences between group
206members,
2073. the resulting summary, and
2084. adherence to the phases of the script and to the prescribed position of the grounding
209discussions within the assignment as a whole will qualitatively and quantitatively be
210best in the script+interface condition, intermediate in the script-only condition, and
211poorest in the unscripted condition.

213We did not investigate the effects of adherence to the three phases of the scripts, such as
214learning effects or effects on group cohesion.

215Method

216Setting

217The script was written for and used in an online course on sustainable development
218related to the enlargement of the European Union. The course is called the European
219Virtual Seminar. The course has run every year since the late 1990s. In the course,
220students work in small groups of four to six students on one of the themes: agriculture,
221communication, geoconservation, space, and water. Group division is based on student
222interest and on an equal distribution over topics. The students’ task is to write a report
223that might be useful to the European Commission. Data were taken from the course
224which ran from October 2005 until January 2006. The activities of the course in that
225year were, in chronological order: provide individual information, generate a common
226group definition of ‘sustainable development,’ perform two grounding discussions,
227write a common research plan, carry out research, and write a research report. For the
228grounding activities and the writing of a research plan together students had a period of
2296 weeks.

230Participants

231In this course students from several institutions from several countries worked together in
232groups of three to five students. Within each group, all students came from different
233countries and had never met before or worked together. Each group was assigned one of
234the conditions. Students who were on the student list but who did not participate in any
235discussion, either in the forum or in chats, were excluded from the research. 10 groups
236with a total of 42 students and a group size varying from three to five students were
237investigated.

238Procedure

239Each student group had to carry out two grounding discussions. Figure 3 shows the
240assignment as it was presented to all students.

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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241Materials

242Students used a Blackboard environment in which all of their discussion was supposed to
243take place. In the learning environment, they also found the instructions for the course.
244There were three conditions. The unscripted group received only the assignment (see
245Fig. 3). Two forums, with a user interface as in Fig. 2, were allocated for the grounding
246discussions; at the beginning of the course, these forums were empty. The script-only group
247received the assignment plus instructions in a Word document on how to conform to the
248three phases of the script (see Fig. 1); they too had two empty forums for the grounding
249discussions. The script+interface group received the assignment and the script was

In these discussions you will get to know the members of your group, and together you will 

explore the objectives of the case study, your own objectives and the membersí knowledge on the 

subject. In the end, you will be ready for the second phase, writing the research proposal.

[..]

First discussion: the subject of the case study

The objectives of the first discussion are that in the end:

- you have collected the existing knowledge and you have shared expectations on the subject 

and on reports for the EU within the group

- you have discussed inconsistencies within the knowledge and expectations, and have solved 

them as far as possible

At the end of the discussion, you should:

- know what each of you knows about the subject, what relevant experiences they have.

- have identified subject knowledge or skills that some members do not possess, but they hope 

some other members possess.

- have identified what each of you knows and expects about reports for the European Union. 

Summarize what you as a group have learned in this discussion, by summing up:

- your existing knowledge as a group and shared expectations on the subject and on reports for 

the EU within the group

- differences and inconsistencies between members of the group.

[..]

Second discussion: the objectives of the case study

The objectives of the second discussion are that in the end:

- you have collected what each group member would like to learn; what they would like to do 

and what they are and are not able to do

- you have discussed what possible things you want to learn as a group, and what you can and 

cannot do as a group, thus you have identified the possibilities and constraints of the group.

At the end of the discussion, you should:

- know what each of you would like to learn in this case study.

- know what each of you would like to do in the case study, the kind of activities each of you 

would like to do.

- have identified the qualities of each of you in project work. What is each individual good at?

- have identified what project work qualities some of you do not possess, but which they hope 

other members do possess.

Summarize what you as a group have learned in this discussion, by summing up:

- what you would like to learn as a group and what activities you would like to do.

- what the qualities within the group are regarding project work, and, if any, what qualities are 

missing.

- differences and inconsistencies between members of the group.

[..]

Fig. 3 Assignment presented to students in all conditions
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250embedded into the two forums for the grounding discussions. As explained in the section
251on the structured interface (see Fig. 2), all questions and tasks that the students had to
252perform during the grounding discussions were formulated in separate messages that were
253prepared in advance, one message for each question or task. Students could answer
254questions and perform tasks by replying to the messages.

255Data collection

256All messages that were produced in the Blackboard environment during the grounding
257discussions and the formulation of the research plan were collected. The original plan was
258to collect only data from the grounding discussions, but in practice we found that the
259grounding discussion and working on the research plan were not kept apart by all student
260groups.
261Data collection included not only utterances in the grounding discussion forums,
262but also data in the other forums that were related to the grounding discussions and
263the research plan and data from chats that were recorded in the Blackboard
264environment.
265Data outside of the Blackboard environment were out of reach of the researcher. In some
266groups reference was made to these data, such as non recorded chats or chats outside
267Blackboard and email discussions.

268Validity issues

269We agree with many authors on qualitative research that ‘researcher bias’ is something
270that is to be expected in a study like this, which relies on the interpretation of
271qualitative data. We did not expect that a person not trained in our coding system
272would arrive at exactly the same results as we did. From a practical point of view, it
273was not feasible within this study to train a second person in performing the analysis.
274For enhancing the validity of our research, we therefore resorted to an independent
275audit (Smith 2003; Yin 2003). We set up a detailed code book and asked two of our
276fellow researchers to check whether the procedure described in the code book would lead
277to the results that we found. For each hypothesis tested, a random selection of materials
278from one group in each condition was made. Cases in which the outcome of the auditor
279and the researcher differed had two different causes. In the majority of these cases, the
280description in the code book was not complete or accurate enough and in that case the
281code book was adjusted. In a minority of cases, a difference in interpretation occurred,
282and in that case the difference was solved by discussion.

283Analysis

284As we focused on the differences between the three conditions, we used an ANOVA with
285contrasts in testing the four hypotheses. The effect of the script was measured by testing the
286contrast between the unscripted condition on the one hand and both scripted conditions on
287the other hand. The effect of the interface was measured by testing the contrast between the
288script-only and the script+interface condition. These quantitative analyses were comple-
289mented by qualitative analyses in which we searched all messages for signs that students
290were led by the script and/or the structured interface. To investigate these signs, we
291collected all verbal references to the script and the structured interface in the students’
292messages.
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293Measures and results

294Hypothesis 1: The input of own knowledge and objectives

295The amount of input was measured by assigning to each student a score indicating the
296number of the seven input questions (see Fig. 1) to which students provided an answer (unit
297of analysis: students (N=42) and the length of the inputs in words (unit of analysis: group
298discussion (N=19)). The results show that students in both scripted conditions provided
299more inputs than students in the non-scripted condition (p=0.000, Cohen’s d=1.8).
300Differences between the two scripted groups were not significant at the 0.05 level. Students
301in the scripted conditions also provided longer inputs (p=0.000, Cohen’s d=1.0), and
302students in the script+interface condition provided longer inputs than students in the script-
303only condition (p=0.005, Cohen’s d=1.3).
304Furthermore, we found several signs indicating that students were led by the script
305(second research question). A first apparent sign was that in the scripted conditions,
306students either answered the questions belonging to one discussion or they did not. To
307test this conjecture, we assigned each student a score of one if they answered either
308all or none of the questions of the discussion, and a score of zero if they answered
309some of the questions. An ANOVA showed that more students in the scripted
310conditions filled in either all or none of the inputs belonging to one of the discussions
311(p=0.000, Cohen’s d=1.5); a similar difference was found between the two scripted
312groups (p=0.000, Cohen’s d=0.9).
313In the script-only condition, most of the students in the four groups referred to the script,
314most often by incorporating the script phrase into their answer:

315Tell what you know about reports for the European Union. Also tell about your
316expectations: what do you expect a report for the European Union to consist of

317I must admit I don’t know a lot about reports for the European Union.

318I suppose there should be detailed description of given case, analysis and some
319suggestion for solving the problem.

321In the script+interface condition, all students provided input by replying to the built-in
322message (see Fig. 2). As in this condition the structured interface provided slots for students
323to place their input, we found examples of students who corrected their wrongly placed
324inputs. There was also one group who did almost all discussion via chat, but who
325nevertheless filled in their input slots long after they had started their discussions, as if it
326was something they felt they still had to do.

327Hypothesis 2: Discussion on differences

328First, we measured whether or not a discussion phase on differences between group
329members took place (unit of analysis: group (N=10)). If one or more messages
330referred to the differences, this was counted as a discussion. In total, only three
331groups performed a total of four discussions on differences among the group
332members. None of the three groups in the unscripted condition performed a discussion
333on differences. Of the script-only group, one out of four groups performed a
334discussion, and with the script+interface group, two out of three groups performed a
335discussion. The difference between the unscripted group and the two scripted groups
336was significant (p=0.40, Cohen’s d=0.7).
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337Several measures of the quality of the four group discussions did not yield significant
338results. These include: number of utterances, number of words, specificity, and proportion
339of group members mentioned.
340The three groups who performed a discussion on differences between group members
341did so in entirely different ways. Yet it is not clear how these differences can be related to
342differences in condition.

343Hypothesis 3: Summary

344There were no significant differences between group discussions in the quantity or quality
345of the summary. Differences measured include whether or not a summary was made,
346summary length, proportion of group members mentioned, whether or not there was
347discussion on the summary, number of versions of the summary, specificity, and whether
348there was a final version of the summary.

349Hypothesis 4: Adherence to the phases of the script and the position of grounding
350discussions among other research activities

351To measure differences between groups as to how well they adhered to the prescribed order
352between the grounding discussions and other research activities, we assigned to all
353messages one of the following three codes: (1) Grounding discussions: individual
354knowledge and objectives; (2) Discussion on group subject and objectives; (3) Research
355activities and research plan. According to the script for the whole course, the grounding
356discussions should occur before discussions on group subject and objectives (unit of
357analysis: message (N=263). Messages were divided into six categories:

3581. Messages on individual knowledge and objective messages that occurred in time before
359any messages on group subject and group objectives
3602. Messages on group subject and group objectives that occurred after any message
361on individual knowledge
3623. Messages on individual knowledge and objectives that co-occurred with messages on
363group subject and group objectives
3644. Messages on group subject and group objectives that co-occurred with messages on
365individual knowledge and objectives
3665. Messages on individual knowledge and objective messages that occurred in time after
367any messages on group subject and group objectives
3686. Messages on group subject and group objectives that occurred before any message on
369individual knowledge

371Messages 1 and 2 are conform the correct order, they can be considered ‘good’
372messages; messages 3 and 4 are ‘intermediate’ messages that deviate from the correct order
373in that there is overlap between two activities; messages 5 and 6 indicate an order which is
374the reverse of the correct order; these can be considered the ‘bad’ messages. We assigned
375the good messages a score of 0, the intermediate messages a score of 1, and the bad
376messages a score of 2.
377The score on ‘bad messages’ was much higher in the unscripted than in the scripted
378condition (p=0.000, Cohen’s d=0.8) and much higher in the script-only condition than in
379the script+interface condition (p=0.000, Cohen’s d=0.9). This indicates that the students
380adhered much better to the prescribed order of first having the individual grounding
381discussions and after that discussing group issues.
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382Based upon this division of messages, the activities of each group can be divided into
383different phases. Each group may or may not have one phase in which messages on
384individual knowledge and objectives (type 3) and messages on group subject and objectives
385(type 4) co-occur. Before or after this phase, there can be either a phase in which only
386messages on individual knowledge and objectives occur (type 1 or 5, depending on its
387position), or there can be a phase in which only messages on group subject and objectives occur
388(type 2 or 6, depending on its position). The results for each group are displayed in Table 1.
389With respect to the start of the discussion, it is only the scripted conditions in which
390groups started with individual issues: five out of seven scripted groups started with
391individual issues and none of the unscripted groups. On the other hand, only the unscripted
392groups started with group issues (two out of three). With respect to the end of the
393discussion, two out of four script-only groups discussed individual issues after discussing
394group issues, with a total of 17 messages. Messages on group issues occurred at the end
395only in the script+interface and the unscripted group.
396We investigated whether the condition influences both the absolute and relative effort
397that is spent on the three different activities of the course: (a) discussing group subject
398and objectives; (b) inputting and discussing individual knowledge and objectives; and (c)
399setting up the research plan and performing research activities (unit of analysis: group
400(N=10)). Absolute effort was measured as the average number of messages per student for
401each group. As this measure is very sensitive to missing data and differences in discussion
402styles, some groups being more ‘wordy’ than others, we also measured differences between
403the relative effort in each group, namely the proportion of messages that fell within each of
404the three categories.
405The results show that both the total and the proportional number of messages spent on
406group issues is larger in the nonscripted group than in the two scripted groups (p=0.048,
407Cohen’s d=2.7; p=0.008, Cohen’s d=4.0, respectively). The proportion of messages spent
408on the grounding discussions is larger in the two scripted groups than in nonscripted group
409(p=0.004, Cohen’s d=1.6).

410Discussion

411Is performing a grounding discussion, in which students have to collect and summarize
412specific information on the members of the group, supported by a script which structures
413this discussion into an input, discussion, and summary phase, and/or by a structured
414interface into which this script is implemented?

Group Condition Discussion pattern t1.1

1 Unscripted G–C–G t1.2
2 Unscripted C–I t1.3
3 Unscripted G–C–G t1.4
4 Script-only I–C–I t1.5
5 Script-only I–C t1.6
6 Script-only I–C t1.7
7 Script-only C–I t1.8
8 Script+interface I–G t1.9
9 Script+interface I t1.10
10 Script+interface C–G t1.11

Table 1Q2 Analysis of patterns of
orders between individual
grounding discussion messages
and messages on group issues
discussion pattern in each group,
showing the order of message
types within the discussion

I: only individual knowledge and
objectives, G: only group subject
and objectives, C: individual and
group knowledge/subject and
objectives concurrently
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415In general, this question can be answered positively. Our experiments showed some
416aspects on which there was a positive effect of the script and/or the structured interface in
417the hypothesized direction, while there were no aspects on which the script and/or the
418structured interface had a negative effect. The effects that we found were mostly related to
419quantities and order, such as number of messages and inputs. No differences related to the
420quality of discussion or summary were detected.
421The script has an impact on making knowledge explicit, which is the aim of the input
422phase. Scripting increases the amount of knowledge that is made explicit by increasing the
423number of input questions that are answered. The structured interface has an additional
424effect by increasing the effort, namely the number of words, which is devoted to each input
425question. Furthermore, the structured interface more or less forced students to answer all the
426input questions in one grounding discussion once they had answered one of them.
427The script also provides support in becoming aware of differences between group
428members, which is the aim of the discussion phase. In the scripted conditions, more
429students performed a discussion on differences.
430No effect of the script was detectable on summarizing the knowledge and objectives of
431the group members, which is the aim of the consensus phase. Because of lack of data, we
432were unable to test whether, according to the script, more input would lead to more
433discussion, which would lead to more summaries of better quality, which is the ultimate aim
434of the script.
435This guidance of the script and the structured interface was not only visible in the effects
436on input and discussion, but also in participants’ behavior. Students in the script-only
437condition made reference to questions of the script, and students in the script+interface
438condition made use of replying to the prefabricated messages.
439The script and the structured interface also affected the focus and position that the
440grounding position occupied in the whole rang of activities. In the scripted conditions,
441students spent more messages on the grounding discussions, and fewer messages on group
442issues. The order of the activities was affected by the script, with an additional effect
443produced by the structured interface. In the script+interface condition students adhered
444much better to the required order of first performing grounding discussions and then
445continuing with group activities.
446Our research contributes to the growing, but still not very large, number of CSCL studies
447‘in the wild,’ in which the researcher is not the one who presents and administers the task
448with the students and which span considerable period of time, in this case over 2 months. In
449contrast to the more controlled experiments in schools, we see that people use a variety of
450tools in performing their tasks, including the ones under investigation. Our research shows
451that this is not simply a hindrance to investigation (as presented by Dillenbourg 2002), but a
452very useful source of information. For example, it showed how constraining the structured
453interface is, as misplaced messages were corrected and inputs provided in a chat were later
454filled in in the right interface slots. And, in spite of these sources of variation, and in spite
455of the small number of participants, we detected some robust effects at low significance
456levels and with mostly large effect sizes.
457Furthermore, our study shows the value of including not only the task investigated, but
458also its surrounding tasks. Our research showed a considerable variation in how students
459integrated the task investigated into other tasks, which would not exist in a more controlled
460setting. It has shown that the script and structured interface may lead to more attention to
461the task at hand, but at the expense of effort devoted to other tasks. This may be part of the
462explanation as to why, in general, no positive effects of scripting on knowledge acquisition
463are found (Hron et al. 1997; Strijbos 2004) or even negative effects (Mäkitalo et al. 2005).
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464Our research has shown that a structured interface can have an additional effect cumulatively
465with the script. However, we do not know yet why the structured interface had some specific
466effects while the script had different effects.We only have some indications. In the introduction,
467we characterized the structured interface as being very familiar to the user, which increases the
468chance that it is used (Dillenbourg 2002), and very easy to use, which also increases the
469chance that it is used (Collis and Pals 2000; Collis et al. 2001) and which decreases cognitive
470load. Indeed, the results showed that the structured interface has been used by the students,
471apparently without many problems. Yet we do not know, for example, whether the structured
472interface led to more input because of a decrease in cognitive load.
473Finally, our research refines the statement that scripts should not be too complex
474(Christoph 2006; Dillenbourg 2002; Saab 2005). It has shown that it is not only the extent
475to which the script controls students’ behavior (as it was formulated by Mäkitalo et al.
4762005), but also the way in which this is done. Our results make a plea for making a
477distinction between the physical freedom that students have in following the script, which
478was very high, and the psychological freedom they have. In this latter respect, the
479structured interface proved to be very enforcing, as was shown by the corrected misplaced
480messages and the filling in of the input slots after the input had been provided in a chat.
481Our research has implications for practitioners who are involved in scripting grounding
482discussions, and probably also for practitioners scripting discussions in other types of complex
483problem solving. Considering that the script and structured interface have some robust
484beneficial effects and no detected negative effects, and that the structured interface is not only
485easy to use, but also easy to implement in any existing virtual learning environment,
486practitioners may consider implementing the script in their own environment. There is one
487caveat, however; while the script and structured interface have a beneficial effect on the
488grounding discussions, they also lead to less effort spent on group issues. There is thus a
489question of how to balance attention paid to grounding discussions and other activities.
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